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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a network device interface 
and method for digitally connecting a plurality of data 
channels, such as sensors, actuators, and subsystems, to a 
controller using a network bus. The network device interface 
interprets commands and data received from the controller 
and polls the data channels in accordance with these com 
mands. Speci?cally, the network device interface receives 
digital commands and data from the controller, and based on 
these commands and data, communicates with the data 
channels to either retrieve data in the case of a sensor or send 
data to activate an actuator. Data retrieved from the sensor 
is then converted into digital signals and transmitted back to 
the controller. In one embodiment, the bus controller sends 
commands and data a de?ned bit rate, and the network 
device interface senses this bit rate and sends data back to 
the bus controller using the de?ned bit rate. 
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NETWORK DEVICE INTERFACE FOR DIGITALLY 
INTERFACING DATA CHANNELS TO A 
CONTROLLER VIA A NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a divisional of US. application 
Ser. No. 09/735,146, ?led Dec. 12, 2000, entitled: NET 
WORK DEVICE INTERFACE FOR DIGITALLY INTER 
FACING DATA CHANNELS TO A CONTROLLER VIAA 
NETWORK, Which claims priority from US. Provisional 
Patent Application S/N 60/254,136, ?led on Dec. 8, 2000 
having the same title, the contents of Which are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

[0002] This invention Was made With government support 
under Cooperative Agreement No. NCCW-0076 aWarded by 
NASA. The government has certain rights in this invention. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The present invention relates generally to netWork 
device interface and, more particularly, to an apparatus and 
method for digitally interfacing data channels With a con 
troller over a common netWork bus. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] In many industries today, monitoring systems are 
used to assess either possible system failures or the affects 
of environment and other external forces on an object of 
interest. For example, in the avionics industry, monitoring 
systems are employed to monitor parameters, such as 
strains, acceleration, pressures, corrosion, and temperatures 
at various critical structural locations on aircraft. Similarly, 
such monitoring systems could be used in the automobile 
industry to control and monitor everything from on/off 
occupant controls to drive-train controls and multimedia 
systems. 

[0005] Many of these conventional monitoring systems 
use a plurality of remote devices, such as sensors, actuators, 
and subsystems that are placed about the object being 
monitored at the critical locations. Further, many of these 
conventional monitoring systems include either one or sev 
eral controllers connected to each of the remote devices for 
receiving data from the remote devices and sending com 
mands to the remote devices. During operation, the control 
lers acquire data from the various sensors. The controllers 
also activate the actuators to perform functions on the object. 

[0006] Although these conventional monitoring systems 
provide a Way to monitor critical structures of an object, they 
do have some draWbacks. For example, many of the con 
ventional monitoring systems use dedicated Wiring and 
signal conditioning to connect each of the remote devices to 
the controller. Additionally, many of the remote devices are 
typically analog, and data received from the remote devices 
is typically in analog form. 

[0007] In many industries today, including the avionics 
and automotive industries, the complexity of the netWork 
may make many conventional monitoring systems imprac 
tical for a number of reasons. Speci?cally, the dedicated 
Wiring and signal conditioning can be expensive, bulky, 
heavy and hard to install and maintain. This is especially 
critical in aircraft applications, Where Weight and siZe con 
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cerns are at the forefront. Further, in the automotive industry, 
the added Wiring may add Weight and cost to the car. 

[0008] Additionally, as stated, many conventional moni 
toring systems transmit data in an analog format. Typically, 
analog signals are susceptible to noise introduced into the 
signals during data transmission. Given that many of the 
transmitted signals have a loW amplitude to start With, this 
noise can corrupt the signal and decrease the signal to noise 
ratio levels that cause loss of resolution in the signal. 
Further, as many of these remote devices are scattered a fair 
distance from the controller, the electrical lines connecting 
the remote devices to the controller may be suf?ciently long 
to cause signal degradation due to DC resistance in the 
Wiring. 

[0009] In light of this, it Would be advantageous to replace 
the dedicated Wiring and the analog transmission With a 
common bus and use digital transmission of data. But, many 
conventional digital netWorks suffer from a variety of prob 
lems themselves. For example, many existing digital net 
Works demand complicated protocols requiring processors 
and, thus, forcing unacceptably large or costly remote 
devices. Processor based sensing devices may also have 
problems taking samples of analog data, or causing an 
actuator to take an action, at exactly the right time. Com 
plicated protocols also introduce overhead into the messages 
on the bus that are not necessary for data acquisition and 
control. This overhead can severely limit the number of data 
samples that can be transmitted on the bus. These netWorks 
also have other problems. For example, they generally do 
not support both acquisition and control, and they typically 
only support short netWork lengths. Further, these conven 
tional netWorks typically have bulky netWork device inter 
faces, sloW netWork data rates, or a loW netWork device 
count. Additionally, many computer systems that include 
digital netWorks do not operate in a time-deterministic 
manner. These computer systems generally lack the capa 
bility to schedule a trigger command to the netWork com 
ponents that repeats or is interpreted and executed With any 
precision timing. 

[0010] In light of the foregoing, it Would be advantageous 
to provide a netWork system that alloWs netWork compo 
nents to digitally communicate over an inexpensive, simple 
and high-speed, yet robust, netWork line With a simple, loW 
overhead message protocol, small component siZe and loW 
Wire count. The netWork system Would also advantageously 
operate Without the use of a microcontroller or processor for 
the netWork devices. Also, the netWork system Would sup 
port both acquisition and control, and be capable of acquir 
ing or converting data simultaneously from the netWorked 
components. Further, the netWork system Would alloW for 
high component counts, longer netWork lines and insure 
time determinism in a precise manner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] A brief de?nition of netWork objects here is nec 
essary to understand and avoid confusion in this speci?ca 
tion. The ?rst netWork object to be de?ned is the bus 
controller. The bus controller is netWork device that sends 
commands on the netWork bus. All other devices on the 
netWork listen to the bus controller and take actions based on 
the commands of the bus controller. A netWork device is any 
device on the netWork that is not a bus controller. A netWork 
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device is often referred to as a remote device throughout this 
disclosure. A Network Device Interface (NDI) is a compo 
nent of a network device. An NDI listens to the bus 
controller and any other traf?c on the bus, and depending on 
the traf?c on the netWork bus, performs an action or causes 
the netWork device to perform an action. Most NDIs Will be 
connected to at least one or more data channels. A data 

channel is a sensor, an actuator, a sensor and signal condi 
tioning, an actuator and signal conditioning, or other analog 
or digital system. A data channel is a component of or is 
connected to the netWork device. 

[0012] As described in greater detail beloW, the present 
invention remedies these and other problems by providing a 
netWork device interface (NDI) for connecting various data 
channels, such as sensors, actuators, and subsystems, to a 
common controller for transmission of commands and data 
to and from the data channels and the controller. Importantly, 
the NDI device of the present invention connects various 
data channels to the controller via a common netWork, 
thereby permitting the various data channels to share the 
same Wiring for communicating With the controller. Further, 
the NDI of the present invention can interface to different 
types of data channels, Which can be analog-to-digital or 
digital-to-analog or other. Sensors are connected to the NDI 
as analog-to-digital data channels and actuators are con 
nected to the NDI as digital-to-analog data channels. The 
NDI of the present invention is capable of taking the digital 
data from an analog-to-digital channel, formatting it accord 
ing to the proper protocol, and transmitting it onto the 
netWork according to the protocol. The NDI of the present 
invention is also capable of taking digital data from the 
netWork, providing it as digital data to a Digital-to-Analog 
converter (D/A), and causing the D/A to convert the data to 
an analog signal. It is possible for other embodiments of the 
NDI to accept or produce analog signals directly to and from 
its data channels. By transmitting the data across the net 
Work in a digital format, the commands and data are less 
susceptible to noise and degradation. 

[0013] Further, the NDI device of the present invention 
operates in conjunction With a data protocol that alloWs the 
controller to communicate With either one or several net 
Work devices at a time across the netWork. Importantly, the 
data protocol used by the NDI device of the present inven 
tion has a ?xed, loW-level instruction set. Due to the 
simplicity of the protocol, the NDI device of the present 
invention is not required to be a high-level processor. 
Instead, in one preferred embodiment, the NDI device of the 
present invention is a state machine implemented as an 
Application Speci?c Integrated Circuit (ASIC). An advan 
tage of using a state machine to implement the NDI device 
instead of a micro-controller or processor is that many 
processes can occur simultaneously, Which aids the NDI 
device to be time deterministic and fast. 

[0014] Advantageously, in one embodiment, the present 
invention provides a netWork device interface capable of 
communicating commands and data betWeen a controller 
and a data channel using either synchronous or asynchro 
nous communication. In this embodiment, the NDI device 
includes a receiver for receiving messages from the control 
ler via the common digital bus. The NDI device of this 
embodiment further includes an interface for providing 
commands to the associated data channel in response to 
messages received by the receiver and for receiving data 
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from the associated data channel. Additionally, the NDI 
device includes a transmitter for transmitting messages to 
the controller via the common digital bus. Importantly, the 
NDI device further includes a synchronous netWork bus 
clock detector. 

[0015] In operation, When data is received from the con 
troller, the clock detector of the NDI device of the present 
invention determines Whether a clock signal accompanies 
the data from the controller. If a clock signal is present, then 
the controller is communicating in synchronous mode. In 
this instance, the NDI device uses the clock signal to provide 
commands and data to and receive data from the data 
channel. Further, the transmitter of the NDI device of the 
present invention uses the bus clock signal to transmit data 
to the controller. 

[0016] HoWever, if the clock detector of the NDI device 
does not detect a clock signal associated With the data sent 
from the controller, the NDI device determines that the bus 
controller is operating in the asynchronous mode. In this 
instance, the NDI device provides commands and data to 
and receives data from the data channel in an asynchronous 
mode independent of a bus clock. Further, the transmitter of 
the NDI device of the present invention transmits data to the 
controller asynchronously independent of a bus clock in the 
synchronous mode. 

[0017] In one embodiment, the controller provides syn 
chronous clock signals via a common clock bus. In this 
instance, the clock detector of the present invention receives 
the synchronous clock signals and analyses the signals to 
determine Whether it is being sent at the same rate as the data 
bits. If so, the clock detector of the netWork device interface 
determines that the controller is operating in the synchro 
nous mode. 

[0018] Additionally, in some embodiments, the netWork 
device interface of the present invention may further include 
a bit rate detector connected to the common digital bus. In 
this embodiment, if the controller is operating in an asyn 
chronous mode, the controller is transmitting commands and 
data at a certain bit rate. The bit rate detector of the present 
invention detects the bit rate, and the NDI device uses this 
bit rate to send commands and data to the data channel and 
receive data from the data channel. Further, the transmitter 
of the present invention uses the detected bit rate to transmit 
data back to the controller. 

[0019] In addition to transmitting data in an asynchronous 
mode at a de?ned bit rate, the controller may also alter the 
bit rate during communication. In this embodiment, the 
controller may initially transmit a ?rst message to a data 
channel at a predetermined bit rate. In this embodiment, the 
clock detector Will not detect a synchronous clock signal, but 
the bit rate detector Will detect the ?rst bit rate at Which the 
message is transmitted by the controller. Based on this ?rst 
bit rate, the netWork device interface of the present invention 
uses this bit rate to send commands and data to the data 
channel and receive data from the data channel. Further, the 
transmitter of the present invention uses the detected ?rst bit 
rate to transmit data back to the controller. 

[0020] After the ?rst or several messages are sent at the 
?rst bit rate, the controller may alter the bit rate and send a 
second message at a second bit rate. In this embodiment, the 
bit rate detector of the NDI device Will detect the second bit 
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rate at Which the message is transmitted by the controller. 
Based on this second bit rate, the NDI device of the present 
invention uses this bit rate to receive commands and argu 
ments from the bus controller and send data back to the bus 
controller. 

[0021] In one embodiment, the controller may send an 
example message at an altered bit rate from the bit rate 
previously used for sending commands and data. In this 
embodiment, the bit rate detector of the NDI device detects 
the change in bit rate and the transmitter of the NDI device 
transmits data back to the controller at the neW bit rate 
thereby, signifying that the bit rate has been altered. Further, 
in another embodiment, the controller may send a baud 
select command that de?nes the bit rate at Which messages 
are to be transmitted. 

[0022] As mentioned, the NDI device of the present inven 
tion operates in conjunction With a protocol. In one embodi 
ment, the protocol uses a plurality of different addresses to 
address either one or several data channels at the same time. 
For eXample, in one embodiment of the present invention, 
the protocol uses a logical address to address an individual 
data channel, a group address to address a number of data 
channels, and a global address to address all data channels 
at the same time. In this embodiment, the logical and group 
masks are stored in a memory device associated With the 
NDI device of the present invention. The group masks are an 
ef?cient Way for the NDI device to store a list of group 
addresses for each channel. A group mask is constructed that 
comprises a plurality of bits for each data channel. Each bit 
of the mask is associated With a respective group and has a 
?rst state indicating that the respective data channel is a 
member of the group and a second state indicating that the 
respective data channel is a nonmember of the group. The 
mask is also stored in the memory associated With the 
netWork device interface. 

[0023] In this embodiment, Whenever a command or data 
is sent it Will include either a logical, group, or global 
address. For each command or data message that is sent, the 
address associated With the message is analyZed by the NDI 
device. If the address is global, the NDI device Will imple 
ment the command. LikeWise, if the address is logical and 
corresponds to the logical address of a data channel asso 
ciated With the NDI device, the NDI device Will implement 
the command. If the address is a group address, the NDI 
device of the present invention Will determine if a data 
channel associated With NDI device is a member of the 
group de?ned by the group address by analyZing the mask 
associated With the respective data channel. The netWork 
device interface Will only implement the command if the 
data channel is a member of the group having the group 
address. 

[0024] As discussed above, the NDI device of the present 
invention is capable of operating in either a synchronous or 
asynchronous mode. Further, the controller is capable of 
providing a group address to send a command to a plurality 
of data channels at the same time. A problem arises, hoW 
ever, When the NDI devices connected to each data channel 
are operating in asynchronous mode, in that it is dif?cult to 
synchroniZe them such that they apply the command asso 
ciated With the group address at the same time to the 
respective data channels connected to them. In light of this, 
in one embodiment, the NDI devices can be synchroniZed, 
even though they are operating in asynchronous mode. 
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[0025] Speci?cally, in one embodiment of the present 
invention, the controller transmits a command to a plurality 
of data channels, Wherein the command comprises a plural 
ity of bits having a value de?ned by a transition betWeen ?rst 
and second states. In this embodiment, each of the NDI 
devices of the present invention commences implementation 
of the command at the same predetermined time relative to 
the transition that de?nes the value of a respective bit of the 
command such that the plurality of netWork device inter 
faces perform the command simultaneously in a time 
deterministic manner. In one further embodiment, the con 
troller transmits a command comprising a sync portion, a 
message body and a parity bit. In this embodiment, the NDI 
devices of the present invention commence performance of 
the command coincident With the transition that de?nes the 
value of the parity bit. Further, in another embodiment, the 
controller transmits a command comprising a start bit, a 
command ?eld, an address ?led having an unused last bit set 
to 0, and a stop bit set 1. In this embodiment, the NDI 
devices of the present invention commence performance of 
the function at each data channel coincident With the tran 
sition from the unused bit of the address ?eld to the stop bit. 

[0026] In addition, as described above, in the synchronous 
mode, the controller transmits a synchronous clock signal on 
the common digital bus. In this embodiment, the NDI device 
of the present invention may also provide for synchronous 
implementation of commands betWeen several netWork 
device interfaces by using the synchronous clock signal. 
Speci?cally, in this embodiment, the controller transmits a 
command to a plurality of data channels, Where the message 
comprises a plurality of bits having a value de?ned by a 
transition betWeen ?rst and second states. Further, the con 
troller transmits a synchronous clock signal comprised of a 
plurality of clock pulses from the controller to the plurality 
of data channels simultaneous With the message. In this 
embodiment, the plurality of the netWork device interfaces 
Will commence performance of the command at the same 
predetermined time as de?ned by a respective clock pulse 
Which, in turn, is de?ned based upon a predetermined 
relationship to a respective bit of the message. 

[0027] For eXample, in one embodiment, the netWork 
device interfaces commence performance in synchroniZa 
tion With the ?rst clock pulse folloWing the respective bit of 
the message. Speci?cally, in one embodiment, the message 
transmitted has a plurality of bits having a value de?ned by 
a transition betWeen a ?rst state and a second state and the 

message de?nes a sync portion, a message body and a parity 
bit. In this embodiment, the netWork device interfaces 
commence performance of the command at the same pre 
determined time as de?ned by a respective clock pulse 
Which is, in turn, de?ned based upon a predetermined 
relationship to the transition that de?nes the value of the 
parity bit of the message. 

[0028] As discussed, the NDI device of the present inven 
tion operates in conjunction With a protocol that has a ?Xed, 
loW-level instruction set that, in turn, alloWs in some case for 
use of simpli?ed controllers and netWork device interfaces 
on netWork devices. Speci?cally, in one embodiment, the 
present invention provides a protocol stored on a computer 
readable medium. The protocol is used for transmitting 
commands and data betWeen a controller and a netWork 
device interface across a common digital netWork. Impor 
tantly, the protocol includes at least one of a command and 
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a data structure for sending respective commands and argu 
ments to data channels. The data structure is also used to 
send data from data channels to the bus controller. 

[0029] In light of this, the present invention also provides 
a serial, multiplexed communication system that uses state 
machines. Speci?cally, the communication system of the 
present invention includes a controller for issuing a plurality 
of commands and a plurality of data channels for performing 
prede?ned functions in response to the commands. Connect 
ing the controller and netWork device interface is a common 
digital bus for supporting communication therebetWeen. 
Further, the communication system includes a plurality of 
netWork device interfaces, one of Which is associated With 
each data channel for interconnecting the respective data 
channels With the common digital bus. In this embodiment, 
each netWork device interface comprises a state machine and 
is independent of a processor. 

[0030] As mentioned previously, in the synchronous 
mode, the controller provides a synchronous clock signal 
across the netWork bus to the netWork device interfaces. In 
the synchronous mode, the synchronous clock is used as the 
clock signal for transmitting data. HoWever, some A/D and 
D/A converters, as Well as some signal conditioning devices, 
cannot operate at the clock speed set by the synchronous 
clock. In light of this, in one embodiment of the present 
invention, the netWork device interface of the present inven 
tion may include a clock divider. The clock divider may 
either be connected to the synchronous clock signal output 
by the controller or it may be connected to a local oscillator. 

[0031] Speci?cally, in this embodiment, there is a bus 
controller, sending a synchronous clock signal and com 
mands to the netWork devices at one frequency, and NDI 
devices listening to the synchronous clock and data from the 
bus controller. The NDI devices are converting the data and 
commands from the bus controller into the proper format 
expected by the data channels connected to the NDI devices, 
and the NDI devices are simultaneously providing the 
divided second clock signal to data channels, such that the 
data channels operate in accordance With the second clock 
signal frequency to convert data While the controller and 
NDI devices operates in accordance With a ?rst clock 
frequency to send commands and data over the netWork bus. 

[0032] In one further embodiment, the NDI device of the 
present invention further includes a method for synchroniZ 
ing the dividers associated With each NDI device With those 
of all other NDI devices connected to the common digital 
bus. Speci?cally, as stated previously, in some embodi 
ments, the controller Will send a group address so that a 
command is performed on a plurality of data channels at the 
same time. In order for this to occur, hoWever, all of the 
clock dividers provided to data channels that use the divided 
clock located at each NDI device must be synchroniZed. In 
light of this, in one embodiment, the controller sends a ?rst 
clock signal across the common digital bus. Further, the 
controller commands each of the dividers to synchroniZe the 
transmission of their respective second clock signals With an 
edge of the ?rst clock signal such that individual second 
clock signals provided by each of the dividers is synchro 
niZed With respect to the ?rst clock signal to thereby 
synchroniZe each of the converters. 

[0033] In addition to operating in accordance With differ 
ent clock signals, some A/D and D/A converters also operate 
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in accordance With specialiZed commands that are different 
from the commands used by the controller. In light of this, 
the netWork device interface of the present invention may 
include a special feature used to provide the specialiZed 
commands for the converter. This feature is called command 
translation. As such, during operation, the NDI device of the 
present invention receives commands and data from the 
controller in accordance With a ?rst set of commands and 
converts the command in accordance With a second set of 
commands for application to the converter. Further, the NDI 
device of the present invention may send data received from 
the converter across the common digital bus in accordance 
With the ?rst set of commands. 

[0034] The preferred protocol for the NDI devices uses 
Manchester encoding of netWork data bits to help alloW 
miniaturiZation of the NDI devices. It must be understood 
that for any device to receive asynchronous serial data, it 
must be able to acquire the timing of the data sequence from 
the serial data stream. Normally, the receiver of the serial 
asynchronous data must have a local oscillator to cause its 
receiver to operate, and recover the timing information from 
the serial data. Once the timing information has been 
extracted, the asynchronous receiver is able to receive serial 
data at certain rates, plus or minus a certain deviation from 
these rates, given this local oscillator frequency. Manchester 
encoding of serial data causes a transition from high to loW 
or loW to high in the center of every bit. This makes it easy 
to eXtract the necessary timing information from the serial 
data stream. Because it is so easy to extract the timing 
information from the Manchester encoded serial data 
stream, a relatively large deviation from the eXpected data 
rate, based on the local oscillator can be tolerated. This 
tolerance to relatively large deviations from the eXpected 
data rates alloWs each NDI receiver to use a loW accuracy 
local oscillator to receive the Manchester encoded data. how 
accuracy local oscillators can be made extremely small. 
Current embodiments of adequate local oscillators are only 
about 1x15 millimeters. This aids in making miniature NDI 
devises. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0035] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a netWorked system 
for transmitting commands and data digitally betWeen a 
controller and a plurality of data channels via a netWork bus 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0036] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the operations pre 
formed to transmit commands and data digitally betWeen a 
controller and a plurality of data channels via a netWork bus 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0037] FIGS. 3A and 3B are generaliZed block diagrams 
of a NDI device for digitally communicating commands and 
data betWeen data channels and a controller across a netWork 
bus according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0038] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the operations per 
formed by the NDI to retrieve data from a remote devices 
and illustrates the ability of the NDI device to perform 
multiple tasks at the same time While simultaneously com 
municating With the bus controller according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0039] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the operations per 
formed to translate commands sent by a controller to a 
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remote device into specialized commands used by a con 
verter connected to the NDI, such that the controller may 
communicate With the remote device according to one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0040] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the operations per 
formed to determine Whether a controller is operating in 
either a synchronous or asynchronous mode according to 
one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0041] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the operations per 
formed to determine the bit rate at Which a controller is 
transmitting commands and data according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0042] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the operations per 
formed by an NDI While the bus controller is assigning 
logical addresses and group addresses to the netWork device 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0043] FIG. 9 is graphic diagram illustrating the synchro 
niZation of an internal free running clock provided by the 
NDI device to a data channel in order to synchroniZe the free 
running clocks of multiple data channels attached to the 
netWork through multiple NDI devices according to one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0044] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of an electrical 
netWork system according to one embodiment of the present 
invention implemented in an aircraft. 

[0045] FIG. 11A is a block diagram of the connection of 
the NDI device of the present invention to a successive 
approximation A/D that uses a convert signal from the NDI 
device to acquire data With precise timing, according to one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0046] FIG. 11B is a block diagram of the connection of 
the NDI device of the present invention to a digital ?lter and 
decimator and a sigma/delta A/D that uses the synchroniZed 
divided clock and possibly the synchroniZe signal to acquire 
data With precise timing, according to one embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0047] FIG. 11C is a block diagram of the connection of 
the NDI device of the present invention to a successive 
approximation A/D and signal conditioning With sWitched 
capacitor ?lters, Where the sWitched capacitor ?lters require 
both the convert and divided clock signals to acquire data 
With precise timing, according to one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0048] The present invention noW Will be described more 
fully hereinafter With reference to the accompanying draW 
ings, in Which preferred embodiments of the invention are 
shoWn. This invention may, hoWever, be embodied in many 
different forms and should not be construed as limited to the 
embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are 
provided so that this disclosure Will be thorough and com 
plete, and Will fully convey the scope of the invention to 
those skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements 
throughout. 

[0049] As described above, many conventional data acqui 
sition and control systems use individual Wiring to connect 
remote devices, such as sensors, actuators, and subsystems, 
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to a central controller for data acquisition and control. Due 
to the large number of remote devices, the total of the 
individual Wiring for each of these devices can be expensive, 
bulky, heavy, and dif?cult to install and maintain. Further, 
since many of these remote devices are analog, signals to 
and from the remote devices are susceptible to noise and 
signal degradation. 

[0050] As described in greater detail beloW, the present 
invention remedies these and other problems by providing a 
netWork device interface (NDI) for connecting various data 
channels, that can be sensors, actuators, and subsystems, to 
a common controller for transmission of commands and data 
to and from the data channels and the controller. Importantly, 
the NDI device of the present invention connects various 
remote devices to the controller via a common netWork, 
thereby permitting the various remote devices to share the 
same Wiring for communicating With the controller. Further, 
the NDI of the present invention can interface to different 
types of data channels, Which can be analog-to-digital or 
digital-to-analog or other. Sensors are connected to the NDI 
as analog-to-digital data channels and actuators are con 
nected to the NDI as digital-to-analog data channels. The 
NDI of the present invention is capable of taking the digital 
data from an analog-to-digital channel, formatting it accord 
ing to the proper protocol, and transmitting it onto the 
netWork according to the protocol. The NDI of the present 
invention is also capable of taking digital data from the 
netWork, providing it as digital data to a Digital-to-Analog 
converter (D/A), and causing the D/A to convert the data to 
an analog signal. It is possible for other embodiments of the 
NDI to accept or produce analog signals directly to and from 
its data channels. By transmitting the data across the net 
Work in a digital format, the commands and data are less 
susceptible to noise and degradation. 

[0051] Further, the NDI of the present invention operates 
in conjunction With a data protocol that alloWs the controller 
to communicate With either one or several netWork devices 
at a time across the netWork. Importantly, the data protocol 
used by the NDI device of the present invention has a ?xed, 
loW-level instruction set. Due to the simplicity of the pro 
tocol, the NDI device of the present invention is not required 
to be a high-level processor. Instead, in one preferred 
embodiment, the NDI device of the present invention is a 
state machine implemented as an Application Speci?c Inte 
grated Circuit (ASIC). An advantage of using a state 
machine to implement the NDI instead of a micro-controller 
or processor is that many processes can occur simulta 
neously, Which aids the NDI to be time deterministic and 
fast. 

[0052] As mentioned above, the NDI of the present inven 
tion is used as an interface betWeen a common controller and 
various netWork devices that are connected to the controller 
by a common netWork. FIG. 1 is an illustration of one 
embodiment of the implementation of the interface of the 
present invention. This illustration is provided so that a more 
complete understanding of the present invention may be 
appreciated. It must be understood that the present invention 
is not limited to this con?guration and may be embodied in 
many different netWork systems. The current embodiment of 
the NDI uses the RHAMIS-HS protocol, hoWever, other 
embodiments contemplated by this disclosure may use other 
protocols. 
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[0053] With regard to FIG. 1, a general embodiment of a 
networked system 30 in Which the present invention is used 
is shoWn. Speci?cally, the netWorked system includes a 
master controller 32 such as high-level processor or personal 
computer that processes data from and sends commands and 
data to data channels 34, such as sensors, actuators, and 
subsystems, located at desired points in the netWork. Impor 
tantly, the netWorked system further includes a netWork 
controller 36 connected betWeen the master controller 32 
and a netWork bus 38, and either one or several NDI devices 
40 connected betWeen the netWork bus and the data chan 
nels. Connecting the netWork controller and NDI devices to 
the netWork bus are respective transmitters, 42-46, and 
receivers 48-52. A?rst transmitter 42 connected betWeen the 
netWork controller and the netWork bus transmits commands 
and data on the netWork, While a second transmitter 44 also 
connected betWeen the netWork controller and netWork bus 
may be used in some embodiments to transmit a synchro 
nous clock signal. 

[0054] In normal operation, the remote devices that are 
sensors are connected to a speci?c object under study and 
sense characteristics of the object such as temperature, 
strain, ?eX, speed, air ?oW, etc. Further, the remote devices 
that are actuators are connected to mechanical members and 
other structures to operate on the object under test. One or 
several of the remote devices are connected to a single NDI 
device of the present invention via individual data channels 
containing converters and signal conditioning devices. Fur 
ther, either the master controller or the network controller 
may be con?gured to send data and commands across the 
netWork to the various netWork devices. Given that both of 
these controllers are capable of such action, the generic term 
bus controller is used in the discussion beloW to describe 
operations that may be performed by either the master or 
netWork controller. 

[0055] With reference to FIG. 2, to acquire data from a 
sensor or activate and actuator, the controller sends com 
mands and data digitally across the netWork to the remote 
devices, Where the command and data is designated for 
either one or a group of the data channels on the remote 
devices. (See step 200). The commands and data are trans 
mitted across the netWork using a data protocol. The NDI 
devices of the present invention receive and interpret the 
data and commands using the structure of the data protocol. 
(See step 210). Further, the NDI devices of the present 
invention determine Whether the commands and data are 
designated for the data channels connected thereto. (See step 
220). If so, the NDI either acquires data from the designated 
data channel if it is a sensor or commands the data channel 
to perform a conversion if it is an actuator. (See step 230). 
Analog data retrieved from the sensor channels is ?rst 
converted into digital data, (see step 240), and then con 
verted into the proper format according to the data protocol. 
Further, the digital data is transmitted to the controller. (See 
step 250). 
[0056] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, the NDI device of 
the present invention operates as an interface betWeen the 
bus controller and the data channels. Importantly, the NDI 
device of the present invention is capable of accepting 
digitiZed, analog data signals from data channels for trans 
mission across the netWork bus. The NDI can also accept 
digital data from the bus controller and present it to a data 
channel. Then a D/A converter can change the data to an 
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analog signal. It is possible that some data channels Would 
accept and use the digital data directly Without converting it 
to analog. Some embodiments of an NDI may have an 
analog-to-digital converter and a D/A converter inte 
grated into the NDI, thereby being con?gured to accept or 
present analog signals from or to data channels. The NDI 
device of the present invention also operates in conjunction 
With a selected data protocol to properly receive and decode 
or format and send data ef?ciently via a netWork bus. 

[0057] Further, the NDI device of the present invention 
provides additional operations and features, such as pro 
grammable trigger command conversion, and clock signals, 
that alloW the controller to communicate With different types 
of devices that compose data channels. Additionally, the 
NDI device of the present invention includes stored infor 
mation and procedures for con?guring the data channels 
connected thereto. A/D and D/A converters are examples of 
components of data channels that may need to be pro 
grammed or con?gured. The NDI device of the present 
invention may also provide a local clock signal to data 
channels that is some fraction or multiple of the local 
oscillator or synchronous bus clock. The local clock signals 
of many or all NDI devices on a netWork can be synchro 
niZed by the bus controller. Further, the NDI device of the 
present invention operates in conjunction With the data 
protocol to provide a unique logical address and group 
addresses for each of the data channels, such that the data 
channels may be either addressed individually, in a synchro 
niZed group, or all together. 

[0058] In addition to alloWing for data communication 
betWeen the controller and remote devices and data channels 
having different con?gurations, the NDI device of the 
present invention also alloWs for data communication across 
the bus netWork using different data transmission modes. 
Speci?cally, in one mode of the present invention, the NDI 
device of the present invention operates in conjunction With 
the controller in a synchronous mode, in Which a synchro 
nous clock signal provided by the controller is used by the 
NDI device to receive commands and data from the bus 
controller. This same synchronous clock signal is used by 
the NDI to send data to the bus controller or other netWork 
devices. 

[0059] As a note, the NDI devices typically do not trans 
mit the synchronous bus clock signal back to the bus 
controller. Instead, the NDI devices typically only clock data 
out on received edges of the synchronous bus clock signal in 
the synchronous mode. Generally, only the bus controller 
transmits the synchronous bus clock signal. Further, the bus 
controller Will typically include an asynchronous receiver 
for receiving data from the NDI devices. 

[0060] In another mode, Which can be the same or differ 
ent embodiment, the NDI device operates in conjunction 
With the controller in an asynchronous mode. In this embodi 
ment, the NDI device of the present invention analyZes and 
determines the bit rate at Which the controller is transmitting 
data on the netWork bus and then uses this bit rate to retrieve 
commands and data from the bus controller and send data to 
the bus controller or other netWork devices. Also in the 
asynchronous mode, the NDI device may still synchroniZe 
data conversion on data channels located on different NDI 
devices. Data conversion is synchroniZed on the separate 
























